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Abstract: Roadside parking systems plays an important role in the planning and design of parking
spaces, parking management and operation, and ensuring the safety of passengers. Firstly, we
proposed a traffic wave theory and an avoidance logic algorithm to analyze the interaction mechanism
of the roadside parking system in a rail-integrated transport hub. Moreover, we researched the
evaluation indexes of the stability of roadside parking systems via two new concepts, namely static
roadside parking time and dynamic roadside parking time. We found these improved the algorithm
of the time utilization rate of the berth. Secondly, the coupling relationship between parking rate,
delay and time utilization of berth was also discussed, and mathematical models of stability of
the curb parking system were established. Furthermore, the feasibility of models was verified by
multi-agent simulation through the VISSIM simulation platform. Finally, a new rail-integrated
transport hub was taken as a practical case and studied alongside the simulation of the stability of
curb parking system. Our study concluded that the curb parking system was ultimate stable when
the time utilization rate was 37.5% and the parking rate was 91.2%. The results of these studies will
provide theoretical support for designing curb parking berths in rail-integrated transport hubs.

Keywords: rail transport hub; roadside parking; complex adaptive systems; multi-agent; VISSIM

1. Introduction

A rail-integrated transport hub is a key component of the transportation system in
China and is an important transportation node for residents in long-distance traveling [1].
Generally, temporary parking is provided on both sides of the roads in the rail-integrated
transport hub for the convenience of tourists in cars. However, parking spaces in the roads
of rail-integrated transport hub differ from those in the roads of the general cities in terms of
short parking times; temporary parking time in an urban environment is longer than in the
rail-integrated transport hub (less than 3 min), and its traffic environment is simpler than a
rail-integrated transport hub. With frequent vehicle arrivals and departures, strong mutual
interference between vehicles, and serious interference between people and vehicles were
caused by tourists carrying large luggage and moving relatively slowly. These situations
can lead to road traffic jams. Therefore, conducting research on the roadside parking
system of rail-integrated transport hubs is crucial.

Currently, most research on roadside parking systems by scholars focuses on the
influence of roadside parking on urban road traffic, and the charge management and
control of roadside parking. According to a multi-agent simulation model, Leclercq et al. [2]
studied a transportation characteristic model of different vehicle types by establishing
the said model on roadside parking regions. Arnott et al. [3] developed an evolution
model of parking rates with parking occupancy rates by comprehensively considering the
drivers’ parking charge and parking time. Cao et al. [4] examined the relationship of the
parking numbers with the management strategy on the parking duration. Geroliminis
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et al. [5] and Nan et al. [6] explored the relationship between parking costs and parking
pricing in a congested road based on the Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) model.
Du et al. [7] established mathematical programs with an equilibrium constraints (MPEC)
model to reduce vehicle delay through the configuration optimization of parking numbers.
Hunt [8] conducted modeling analysis on roadside parking methods and locations through
a logit model, with research results applied to the policy of assessing the choice of roadside
parking methods by Bradley [9]. Kobus et al. [10] analyzed the influence of roadside
parking on the parking charges through the probit model. Boyles et al. [11] based on
the influence of parking duration on berth utilization rate and the influence of roadside
berth search on road traffic volume, The relationship between parking duration and search
distance and time is quantified. Millard-Ball et al. [12] studied the relationship model
between the parking utilization rate and the probability of finding a berth and the number
of cruises, then put forward the plan to control the optimal berth utilization rate and reduce
the traffic delay.

Furthermore, many scholars use the prediction of parking demands and the interactive
mechanism model to analyze roadside parking systems. Pei et al. [13] studied a block
model of roadside parking through queuing theory and traffic wave theory. Zhao et al. [14]
and Zhang et al. [15] based on the network of roadside parking system, the prediction
method of a wide range of roadside berth utilization under dynamic management model
was studied, and a dynamic roadside berth supply scheme with coordinated parking
demand and space-time balance of parking resources was constructed. Liu et al. [16] and
Wei et al. [17] investigated the relationship between the probability of vehicle lane changing,
the stopping–waiting probability, and traffic jam probability through the cellular automata
model. Yu et al. [18] studied the design of parking lot management system according to
Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) system. Yin et al. [19] and Zhang et al. [20] examined the
influencing factors of parking demand and parking selection behavior in urban centers
and established a parking charging structure model. Wang et al. [21], based on the study of
the game model of roadside parking charges, modified the parking charges of private cars,
and the multi-mode travel network distribution model was established, which was subject
to the Logit function. Li et al. [22] and Cao et al. [23] established a modified model on the
influencing coefficient of parking demand prediction with a single architecture function
and a Logit model for forecasting parking demand in the central and peripheral areas of
a city.

The above literature analysis indicates that research on parking theory by scholars has
achieved numerous results, and the research methods mainly focus on roadside parking
systems. However, the internal interactive mechanism of the parking system has not been
deeply investigated. The internal interactive mechanism of the roadside parking system
is the result of the interactions between vehicles, people and roads. It is an important
node to analyze the operating mechanism of the roadside parking system and a necessary
condition to analyze and model the roadside parking system. However, due to the short
temporary parking time of rail-integrated transport hubs, the serious mixing of people and
vehicles, and the numerous factors affecting the roadside parking system, it is difficult to
carry out quantitative analysis and evaluation; thus, scarce analysis is conducted on the
interaction between parking vehicles and the traffic environment within the system. More-
over, research on the stability of a roadside parking system in a rail-integrated transport
hub is insufficient.

This work examines the stability of a parking system through the complex adaptive
system theory with the roadside parking system in a rail-integrated transport hub as the
research object. Furthermore, the interactive mechanism of an internal parking system is
examined according to basic traffic wave theory and the avoidance logic algorithm. The
stability of a roadside parking system in a rail-integrated transport hub is also analyzed
through simulation tests, the investigation and evaluation of traffic data, research on the
specific evaluation indicators, and the establishment of an analytical model of the stability
of the roadside parking system.
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2. Research on the Basic Theory of Roadside Parking System
2.1. Research on the Stability Strategy of a Roadside Parking System

In 1992, complex adaptive system theories were developed by Holland [24], whose
basic idea presents the following three aspects. (1) A certain number of agents exist in the
system. General systems, simple systems, non-organized complex systems and organized
complex systems can be classified according to the number of individuals in the system
and the intensity of interaction. (2) Agents are active and adaptable. Agents were follow
specific rules in the system, adjusting their behavior and state according to environmental
information, and generating new rules. Through the relatively low active behavior of
the agent, the system as a whole shows a higher level, more complex, more coordinated
functions of order. (3) The agents can receive local information without central control.
In complex systems, no agent is fully aware of the state and behavior of all other entities;
each agent can only get information from a relatively small set of individuals, process
“local information”, and make corresponding decisions. The whole behavior of the system
emerges through local interactions such as competition and cooperation among individuals.

The roadside parking system of a rail-integrated transport hub is judged according
to the features of the complex adaptive system: (1) The number of agents. Agents of
parking vehicles and pedestrian transfer exist in the roadside parking system of a rail-
integrated transport hub. The number of agents meets the requirements of complex
adaptive systems. (2) Agent intelligence and adaptability. In a roadside parking system, the
driver shows a clear purpose, which is expressed explicitly as searching for a parking space
on the roadside. In accomplishing the goal, the driver makes corresponding decisions by
receiving information from the traffic environment (such as avoiding other vehicles and
transferring pedestrians) and adjusts his/her own behavior. (3) Local information. Given
the complexity of the traffic environment of a roadside parking system, drivers cannot be
fully aware of other drivers and surrounding environments; they can only make decisions
according to the current ongoing conditions and local environment. Thus, the roadside
parking system of a rail-integrated transport hub conforms to the complex adaptive system.

Multi-agent simulation modeling is generally adopted in the modeling of a roadside
parking complex adaptive system theory, and the modeling method is characterized by
flexibility, hierarchy, and intuitiveness [25]. Multi-agents such as drivers and pedestrians
can be found in the system. Drivers can adjust their own behaviors according to the local
information. The primary system interacts with the basic rules and produces the result of
the interaction. Furthermore, a more advanced and orderly system is produced through
the interaction between vehicle agents and the road environment, vehicle agents and
pedestrians, vehicle agents and each other. Roadside parking rate, parking time utilization
and parking delays are the interactive results of the roadside parking system, and are also
important indexes to evaluate the stability of the system. The internal interaction will reach
a balance to achieve the ultimate stability of the system. When the balance is exceeded, the
advanced system collapses and automatically adjusts to the primary system. Therefore, the
limit equilibrium state of the interactive result can be used to evaluate the stability of the
roadside parking system (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The development of curb parking system.
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2.2. Research on the Interactive Mechanism of a Roadside Parking System

Traffic wave theory is an effective method to analyze the temporal and spatial char-
acteristics of road traffic flow. Nowadays, the theory of traffic waves is often used in the
analysis of traffic accident detection [26,27], and the analysis of traffic congestion and
parking delays [28,29]. In the roadside parking system of a rail-integrated transportation
hub, vehicle arrival is continuous and is interactively influenced by the roadside parking
system for vehicles going in and out of parking spaces [30]. Therefore, according to the
continuity of vehicle arrival, the operation of a parking system is simulated through traffic
wave theory to examine further the mechanism of parking vehicle interaction [31].

Assuming that the speed is V1, the traffic volume is Q1 and the density is µ1 when
the traffic flow enters the parking system normally. When traffic flow enters the parking
system, a build-up wave is formed under the influence of the vehicles inside the system,
and the traffic wave speed is Vj. At this time, the traffic flow speed is V2, the traffic volume
is Q2, and the density is µ2. When the traffic flow goes out of the parking system, a
rarefaction wave is formed and the traffic wave speed is Ve. At this time, the traffic flow
speed is V3, the traffic volume is Q3 and the density is µ3. According to the traffic wave
theory, the traffic flow wave speed is shown in Equations (1) and (2):

Vj =
Q1 −Q2

µ1 − µ2
(1)

Ve =
Q2 −Q3

µ2 − µ3
(2)

Thus, the maximum number of congested vehicles in the parking system is
Nmax = µ2

(
V2 −Vj1

)
t2 within t2. Therefore, at t, the number of disturbed vehicles in

the parking system is N(t) = Nmax/t2, 0 ≤ t ≤ t2. When ∆t is minimal, the delay of
vehicles N(t) is ∆D = N(t)∆t

(
1− V2

V1

)
within (t, t + ∆t). Consequently, the delay within

(0, t2), the delay within ((n− 1)t2, nt2), and the total delay within the total time period tl
can be obtained as shown in Equations (3)–(5):

D1 =
∫ t2

0
N(t)

(
1− V2

V1

)
dt = (

1
2

V2 −
1
2

Vj)µ2t2
2(1−

V2

V1
) (3)

Dn = (V2 −
2n− 1

2
Vj)µ2t2

2(1−
V2

V1
) (4)

D = (1− V2

V1
)µ2t2

2

[(
tl
t2
− 1

2

)
V2 −

1
2

(
tl
t2

)2
Vj

]
(5)

The delay of the roadside parking system can be quantitatively analyzed, and the
internal interaction mechanism of the roadside parking foundation can be deeply studied
through the delay model. The research conclusions show that parking delay is linearly re-
lated to the density of traffic flow and traffic volume, and this finding provides a theoretical
basis for the subsequent establishment of roadside parking models.

2.3. Research on the Avoidance Logic Algorithm of a Roadside Parking System

“BOIDS” is equivalent to the abbreviation of bird-oid objects, referring to bird-like
objects. It is a computer model that simulates the cooperative behavior of animal groups
such as fish and birds, which was made by Craig Reynolds [32,33] in 1986. BOIDS is a
control algorithm that describes the autonomous role turning behavior of agents and the
swarm behavior of agents. One of the BOIDS is equivalent to an agent that is aware of its
environment, each of which follows a simple set of rules and is able to perform autonomous
steering, or control its own behavior [34].

Given the complex traffic environment in a roadside parking system, the methods of
parking vehicles in avoiding other vehicles and obstacles are crucial to constructing the
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simulation model. The BOIDS algorithm can effectively describe the interaction behavior of
a multi-intelligence model with the environment. In a complex adaptive system, the BOIDS
algorithm can turn autonomously and effectively avoid other obstacles. To explain the
behavior of roadside parking vehicles avoiding other vehicles and obstacles, the improved-
BOIDS algorithm is redesigned as follows:

(1) Setting the avoidance areas for roadside parking vehicles. Vf irst is the ongoing
direction of the vehicle, Ghead is the vehicle safety distance vector whose modulus is
defined as R. Ghead and Vf irst are in the same direction but in different modes. Gdanger is
the minimum safe distance for steering and whose modulus is defined as r. Ghead is parallel
to Gdanger, and

∣∣∣Gdanger

∣∣∣ = |Ghead|/2. The vehicle safety distance vector and the minimum
safety distance vector are shown in Equations (6) and (7).

Ghead =
Vf irst∣∣∣Vf irst

∣∣∣ .|Ghead|+ Lboid (6)

Gdanger =
Vf irst∣∣∣Vf irst

∣∣∣ .|Ghead|.
1
2
+ Lboid (7)

where Lboid is the current position of the parking vehicle. The avoidance steering behavior
should be completed between entering the safe distance and the minimum safe distance.

(2) Roadside parking vehicles can predict other vehicles and obstacles. The most
threatening other vehicles and obstacles in the roadside parking system are selected for
a collision check. The distance between the vehicle and the center of the obstacle d is
calculated as shown in Equation (8).

d =

√
(xboid − xobstacle)

2 + (xboid − xobstacle)
2 (8)

where xboid and xobstacle are the coordinate values of the parking vehicle. xboid and xobstacle
are the coordinate values of other vehicles and obstacles. Avoidance behavior occurs when
d− R < Robstacle < d− r.

(3) The roadside parking vehicle completes the avoidance behavior after the roadside
parking vehicle predicts other parking vehicles and obstacles. In order to maintain a
safe distance from other vehicles and obstacles, the avoidance force acts on the vehicle
to accelerate or decelerate, and completes the avoidance behavior smoothly, as shown in
Equation (9).

Avoidance f orce =
Ghead−obstacle
|Ghead−obstacle|

.max_Avoidance f orce (9)

where max_Avoidance f orce is the maximum calibration value for the avoidance force.
Where Ghead−obstacle

|Ghead−obstacle |
is the unit vector of the avoidance force, which can be calculated from

the vehicle safety distance vector and the vehicle obstacle vector.

2.4. Establishment of a Stability Strategy Model of a Roadside Parking System
2.4.1. Traffic Survey Sample Size Analysis

Data in the roadside parking system model originated from the Guangzhou South
Railway Station and Guangzhou East Railway Station, the representative high-speed rail-
way station and the railway station of China’s rail-integrated transport hubs, respectively.
Abnormal data and missing data were disposed of in the process of traffic characteristic
data processing. We deleted the records with abnormal information. As for the missing
data, We used mathematical formulas to conduct statistical analysis on the data, and then
fill the data according to the principle of the Bayesian formula.

Moreover, in order to ensure the research accuracy, the method of manual field
investigation was adopted to calculate the mean value and standard deviation of the
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survey data according to the pilot survey data, and then determine the minimum sample
size according to the possible allowable error [35,36]. Taking the parking time on the side
of a vehicle as an example, the sample size estimation is shown in Equation (10).

n ≥
(

tα/2 · S
E

)2
(10)

where n is the sample size, and S is the estimated standard deviation of the sample, and
S = 30 s according to the empirical data of the pilot survey; The confidence level of 95% is
taken tα/2 = 1.64; Where E is the allowable error, this article take E = 3 s, therefore, in order
to ensure the accuracy of the sample, The sample size of roadside parking time n ≥ 269.
According to the same method, the sample size requirements of other roadside parking
characteristics data can be obtained, and the calculation of the minimum sample size and
the actual survey sample size are shown in Table 1; the sample size survey of roadside
parking characteristics meets the accuracy requirement.

Table 1. The sample size of roadside parking characteristics was determined.

Sample Estimated
Standard Deviation (S)

Confidence
Level (tα/2)

Allowable
Error (E)

Minimum
Sample Size

(n)

Actual Survey
Sample Size

Traffic volume
(

pcu ·min−1
)

100.00 1.64 3.00 6742 13,580

Roadside parking
duration(s) 30.00 1.64 2.00 269 3795

Roadside parking delay(s) 0.45 1.64 0.05 218 576

2.4.2. Establishment of a Stability Strategy Model of a Roadside Parking System

The analysis method according to multi-agents is applicable to various fields of roads,
railways, aviation, and urban transportation [37]. In 2016, Behe [38] proposed a meta-model
based on ontology and believed that a multi-agent simulation model should include at
least four parts: agent behavior, environment, scheduling, and interaction. Inspired by
Behe, the vehicle agent, traffic environment, scheduling, interaction, and data management
modules are set in this article. The logical architecture of the multi-agent simulation model
is constructed as shown in Figure 2.
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Roadside parking rate, delay, and parking time utilization are important aspects of the
interaction of roadside parking systems and are also important indicators for measuring
system stability [39,40]. The coupling relationship between the parking time utilization,
parking delay, and the parking rate according to the actual investigation data constitute
the research focus, thereby establishing the stability model of the roadside parking system.

The roadside time utilization rate–roadside parking delay scattered diagram, and
roadside time utilization rate–roadside parking rate scatter diagram are calculated accord-
ing to the actual measurement data. With the increase of roadside time utilization, roadside
parking delay increases gradually. When the roadside time utilization exceeds a certain
threshold, parking delay increases rapidly, as shown in Figure 3.
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A mathematical model of parking time utilization and parking delay is established on
the basis of the fitting results. The curve model is a piecewise function and conforms to the
negative exponential function distribution. The fitting function is shown in Equation (11).

D = −41.15 · e−0.175T + 10.81, 0 < T ≤ 37.5%, R2= 0.93
D = 1.76 e0.99T + 10.5, 37.5% < T < +∞, R2= 0.98

(11)

where D is roadside parking delay, T is roadside parking time utilization.
Analysis of the curve shows that when the parking time utilization rate is below 37.5%,

the delay is increased as the growth of the time utilization in that the roadside interference
is improved. When the parking time utilization rate exceeds 37.5%, the road is digested, the
delay is increased to the positive infinity, and then the roadside parking system collapses.

Similarly, a mathematical model of parking time utilization and parking delay is
established according to the fitting results. With the increase of roadside time utilization,
roadside parking rate decreases gradually. When the roadside time utilization exceeds a
certain threshold, roadside parking rate decreases rapidly, as shown in Figure 4. The curve
model conforms to the exponential function distribution. The fitting function is shown in
Equation (12).

P = −0.015 · e0.17T + 99 (12)

The deterministic coefficient is R2 = 0.96. When the parking time utilization is 37.5%,
the parking rate can be calculated as 91.2% by substituting parking time utilization into the
mathematical model of parking time utilization and delay rate.
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3. Research on the Evaluation Indicators of a Roadside Parking System

As the roadside parking system in the rail-integrated transport hub is not the parking
lot essentially, but is the temporary parking transfer system, the indicators for evaluating
a parking space are inapplicable [41,42]. Therefore, the internal interaction mechanism
of a parking system is studied from the perspective of an operating mechanism of the
parking system and concepts such as static roadside parking duration, dynamic roadside
parking duration, parking rate, parking delay, and parking time utilization are proposed in
this paper.

3.1. Static Roadside Parking Duration

Static roadside parking duration is included in this work to reflect the occupancy time
of roadside parking on a parking facility. Static roadside parking duration refers to the
average parking duration of each vehicle after the vehicle is in a static status, as shown in
Equation (13).

tS =

n
∑

i=1
tSi

n
(13)

where tS is the static roadside parking duration of the vehicle, tSi is the parking duration
of the i vehicle in a static status, and n is the total number of parking times during the
working hours. The actual investigation and analysis results indicate that the average static
roadside parking duration is 45 s.

3.2. Dynamic Roadside Parking Duration

A longer dynamic roadside parking time leads to stronger roadside vehicle interfer-
ence [43,44]. Therefore, dynamic roadside parking duration is included in this research to
reflect the influence of the interaction between roadside parking and traffic environments
on the roadside parking system. The dynamic roadside parking duration or the time
lost by the vehicle in the roadside parking movement refers to the time required for the
vehicle to enter the parking space and leave the parking space after reaching the expected
parking space. In that duration, parking vehicles will affect the vehicles before and after the
expected parking space. Two roadside parking modes occur: “reversing into the garage”
and “advancing into the garage”, and the process of vehicle parking includes dynamic
roadside parking duration and static roadside parking duration (Figure 5). These two types
of parking modes are calculated the same way as shown in Equation (14).

tD =

n
∑

i=1
(tDi1 + tDi2)

n
(14)
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where, tD is the dynamic roadside parking duration. tDi1 is the time required for the i
vehicle to enter the parking space, and tDi2 is the time to leave the parking space.
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tDi1 is generally greater than tDi2 according to the data analysis. The dynamic roadside
parking duration of the “reversing into the garage” and “advancing into the garage” modes
are almost the same. The total lost time tD is regarded as the research object regardless of
the parking mode in the successive study to examine the relationship between dynamic
parking duration and operation delay and traffic volume.

3.3. Roadside Parking Rate

The roadside parking rate (“parking rate” for short) refers to the ratio of the number
of effectively parked vehicles to the total number of roadside parking-demanding vehicles
during the statistical period [45,46]. The rate is shown in Equation (15). A higher parking
rate indicates higher effective utilization rate of the parking space.

P =
n
N
× 100% (15)

where, P is the roadside parking rate, and n is the number of effectively parked vehicles. N
is the total number of roadside parking-demanding vehicles.

3.4. Roadside Parking Delays

Roadside parking delay refers to the time loss caused by mutual interference between
vehicles as well as the interference between pedestrians and vehicles when vehicles pass
through the roadside parking area. Roadside parking delay reflects the jam of roadside
parking systems at a certain time and is also an important indicator to measure the stability
of roadside parking systems. The delay is calculated in the same manner as that shown in
Equation (16).

D = Ta − Tb (16)

where D is the roadside parking delays. Ta is the actual time required for the parking
vehicle to pass through the roadside parking area. Conversely, Tb is the ideal time required
for the parking vehicle to pass through the roadside parking area.

3.5. Parking Time Utilization

The parking time utilization rate of the traditional parking lot is obtained by the total
static parking duration dividing the total working time without considering the dynamic
parking duration, which is inconsistent with the actual parking situation on the roadside
parking of the rail-integrated transport hub [47]. Compared with that in the traditional
parking lots, the dynamic parking duration of roadside parking accounts for approximately
50% of the total roadside parking duration. In addition, roadside parking delay caused
by the dynamic parking duration is much larger than the parking delay in the parking
lot. Therefore, the dynamic parking time is an important indicator that affects roadside
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parking. Considering the dynamic roadside parking duration, the parking time utilization
rate is improved, as shown in Equation (17).

T =

n
∑

i=1
(tSi + tDi)

CS
· 100% (17)

where T is the roadside parking time utilization rate. tSi is the static parking duration
of the ith vehicle. tDi is the dynamic roadside parking duration of the i vehicle. S is the
working hours of the platform roadside parking spaces. As the rail-integrated transport
hub is open for 24 h, T is generally taken as 24 h, and C as the number of platform roadside
parking spaces.

4. Model Application and Analysis

Given the above research conclusions, the complex adaptive system for roadside park-
ing of the newly-built rail-integrated transport hub in Tangxi, Guangzhou was modeled.
Micro-simulation analysis was conducted through the VISSIM simulation platform on the
basis of the logical architecture of the multi-agent simulation model. The roadside parking
rate and parking delay are taken as evaluation indicators for evaluating and improving the
actual plan.

4.1. Analysis of the Stability Boundary of the Roadside Parking System

Data in the roadside parking system model originated from the Guangzhou South Rail-
way Station and Guangzhou East Railway Station, the representative high-speed railway
station and the railway station of China’s rail-integrated transport hub, respectively. The
research results are of certain popularity and promotion, which will provide a theoretical
foundation for the design and operation of other rail-integrated transport hubs.

4.2. Construction and Inspection of the Simulation Model of the Roadside Parking System

The Guangzhou South Railway Station is used as a test case to simulate a realistic
traffic scene for verifying the correctness of the boundary conditions of the roadside parking
model. According to the vehicle avoidance logic algorithm, the relevant parameters are
calibrated to check whether the fitted model meets the simulation data analysis result, and
error analysis is performed.

According to the multi-agent simulation model logic architecture of the roadside park-
ing complex adaptive system, simulation models of vehicle agents, road environment, and
pedestrians are constructed through the VISSIM simulation platform. Multi-agents such
as drivers and pedestrians can be found in Figure 6. Drivers can adjust their own behav-
iors according to the local information, the vehicle agent, traffic environment, scheduling,
interaction, and data management modules are set in this model.
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Parameters such as delay and parking time utilization are collected and analyzed.
The comparison curve between the simulation and the calculation results is obtained. The
curve of the actual survey fitting result is consistent with the curve of the simulation result.
With the increase of the roadside time utilization rate, the roadside parking delay gradually
increases. Parking delays increase rapidly when roadside time utilization exceeds a certain
threshold (Figure 7).
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The average absolute percentage error is employed to compare and analyze the
difference between the simulation and calculation results, as shown in Equation (18):

M =

n
∑

i=1

∣∣∣ yci−ysi
yci

∣∣∣× 100%

n
(18)

where M is the average absolute percentage error, yci is the i calculation result of the model,
ysi is the i simulation result, and n is the sample number.

The above simulation results indicate that the mathematical model fitting curve of the
Guangzhou South Railway Station shows the same trend as the simulation model curve,
and both conform to the exponential distribution. The average absolute percentage error
of the parking rate and delay is calculated as 1.03% and 3.03%, respectively, by applying
Formula (6). Therefore, the quantitative analysis on the stability of the roadside parking
system through the relationship of the parking rate, delay, and parking time utilization is
reasonable.

Combined with the analysis in Section 2.4.2, it can be concluded that with the increase
of parking time utilization rate, roadside parking delays will increase. When the parking
time utilization rate is more than 37.5%, the parking delay will rapidly increase to infinity,
At this point, it can be determined that the roadside parking system has collapsed, 37.5%
of parking time utilization is the threshold of the roadside parking system. According to
the analysis of Equations (15) and (16), the roadside parking rate threshold is 91.2%. Thus,
when the parking rate is greater than 91.2%, the roadside parking system is operating well.
When the parking rate is less than 91.2%, the roadside parking system vehicles will start to
queue outside the parking area, and the system tends to be unstable.

4.3. Simulation Evaluation of the Original Design Scheme of the Newly Built Rail-Integrated
Transport Hub

The original plan comes from the planning of the rail-integrated transport hub of the
Tangxi Station in Guangzhou, and the roadside parking system design plan is shown in
Figure 8. The roadside parking system has nine lanes, with parking spaces in the inner
lanes. Each lane set has 13 parking spaces (6 + 7), with a total of 65 parking spaces. One
pedestrian crossing is set on the east, west, and middle.
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The simulation model is run after building a microscopic traffic simulation model
according to the design plan. A multi-agent simulation environment was constructed by
designing the roadside parking vehicle as agents, and simulating the traffic scene in the
design plan. Calibrating relevant simulation parameters according to Equations (6)–(8), and
debugging and correcting the simulation model. Carrying out many times of simulation,
take the average value, the roadside parking characteristic data are also collected, based on
the simulation output results (Table 2).

Table 2. The simulation evaluation result of the original plan drawing.

Roadside Parking Delay(s) Roadside Parking Rate (%)

The 1st lane (north) 18.0 85.7
The 2nd lane (north) 16.8 90.5
The 3rd lane (north) 18.0 90.2
The 4th lane (north) 8.0 95.1

The average value of roadside
parking system 15.2 90.3

Analysis results of Table 2 indicate that the North 1 lane occupies two adjacent
lanes with 26 parking spaces, such that serious interference occurs between vehicles.
Moreover, the utilization of inside parking spaces tends to be low because of the effect of
pedestrian crossings, thereby resulting in low parking time utilization, with a parking rate
of 85.7%. That rate is less than 91.2% of the limited stability status of the roadside system.
Therefore, a queuing phenomenon occurs in the roadside parking system. Affected by the
pedestrian crossings on the North 2 and North 3 lanes, the parking rates are 90.5% and
90.2%, respectively, and these values are less than 91.2% of the limited stability status of
the roadside system. Thus, queuing occasionally occurs for vehicles on the roadside.

The overall parking rate of the roadside parking system is 90.3%, an outcome that
means that the original design of the parking space is unreasonable. Furthermore, the
parking space is insufficient, such that the vehicles start to queue outside the parking
system and the system is unstable.

4.4. Simulation Evaluation of the Improved Scheme of the Newly Built Rail-Integrated
Transport Hub

According to the simulation results of the original scheme, it is necessary to compare
and select improvement schemes, reducing parking delays, and increasing the rate of
roadside parking. The schemes simulation were carried out in the multi-agent simulation
model of the roadside parking system. The simulation results show that the optimal scheme
is when one parking space was added to each lane. The improvement scheme is as follows:
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five parking spaces are added, and 14 parking spaces (7 + 7) are added in each lane. A total
of 70 parking spaces are set (Figure 9).
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The simulation parameters according to the improved design plan are consistent
with those of the original design plan. After debugging and correcting the simulation
model, the simulation model was run, and the simulation results were shown in Table 3.
Compared with the design plan, the improved design plan reduces roadside parking delay
and increases the roadside parking rate. The comparison between the original and the
improved plans is shown in Figure 10.

Table 3. The simulation evaluation result of the original improved drawing.

Roadside Parking Delay(s) Roadside Parking Rate (%)

The 1st lane (north) 17.2 92.8
The 2nd lane (north) 13.5 94.7
The 3rd lane (north) 10.2 92.8
The 4th lane (north) 7.5 96.7

The average value of roadside
parking system 12.1 94.2

The analysis results of Figure 10 indicate that after the improvement, the parking rate
of each lane becomes greater than 91% of the limited value of the roadside parking system.
Therefore, roadside parking spaces are sufficient and no vehicle queue phenomenon occurs.
In addition, the parking delays of all lanes are decreased, the overall parking rate is
optimized and improved, the roadside parking system operates smoothly, the parking
spaces are sufficient, and the roadside parking system is stable. Therefore, the improved
plan is efficiently designed.

In summary, evaluating the roadside parking systems through indicators such as
parking time utilization, parking rate, and delay is reasonable and can effectively guide the
planning and design of roadside parking spaces in rail-integrated transport hubs.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, data in the roadside parking system model originated from the Guangzhou
South Railway Station and Guangzhou East Railway Station, which the representative
high-speed railway station and the railway station of China’s rail-integrated transport
hubs, respectively. Through the study of the internal mechanism of the hubs, our research
can provide auxiliary tools and scientific supports for the design and operation of the
rail-integrated transport hubs.

We improved the algorithm of roadside parking time utilization by proposing two
new concepts, such as static parking time and dynamic parking time. We analyzed the
interaction mechanism inside the roadside parking system by using the traffic wave theory,
and proposed the stability analysis strategy of roadside parking system by combining with
the complex adaptive system theory. We found that when the parking time utilization rate
and parking rate were 37.5% and 91.2%, respectively, the roadside parking system was in
the ultimate stable state. We verified the correctness of the stability of the roadside parking
system model by error analysis.

On the other hand, the theoretical model of roadside parking system has been verified
by theory and simulation, and the model has universality and applicability, which will
provide a theoretical foundation for the design and operation of other rail-integrated
transport hubs. The operator of rail transit hubs should improve the design of a roadside
parking system in the design stage to reduce traffic delays. In the later stage of operations,
the operator can assist in terms of traffic organization and the division of traffic signs of
the roadside parking system by setting up warning signs such as “Stop only for unloading
passengers” and “Safe Parking”.

However, the stability of the roadside parking system is limited to the situation when
the vehicle’s travel is affected by other factors (such as weather). Therefore, further research
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can focus on adjusting the model by taking other factors into consideration. In future, we
will collect more internal mechanism data for different factors at different hubs to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed model.
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